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Abstract

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) are systems that provide an alternative communication between the human brain and a computer, where electroencephalography (EEG) is the non-invasive and most viable way to obtain the electrophysiological activity. However, the EEG register presents several important challenges for both the instrumentation and the signal processing techniques involved in a BCI implementation. Some of the most relevant drawbacks are due to the low signal-to-noise ratio, the presence of undesirable signals such as ocular, cardiac, and muscular activity, as well as a low spatial resolution due to the distance and high impedance between the sources and the location of the electrodes. Therefore, the raw of EEG signals have very low amplitude, very low signal-to-noise ratio, and considerable noise contamination. Digital signal processing, and machine learning have been included in the preprocessing, feature extraction and classification stages of BCI systems in order to improve the signal-to-noise-ratio and hence, increase their efficiency. The first part of the present dissertation consists of comparing the performance of different preprocessing algorithms to estimate the original sources from the EEG registers; particularly, the preprocessing was made using Blind Source Separation (BSS) algorithms. This kind of spatial filters are based on Second Order Statistic (SOS) or High Order Statistic (HOS) information. Most representative BSS algorithms are (SOBI, SOBIRO, fastICA, and Infomax) were compared using semi-simulated sources, using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the Wavelet Coherence (WC) as metrics. This analysis was conducted in the electrophysiological bands.

On the other hand, an analysis of different descriptors in time and frequency domain was performed for the extraction of relevant features was made in order to find the most relevant information and thus reduce the dimensionality of input data. In this stage, the used classifier was an Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

Finally, new method built from the combination of a Blind Source Separation (BSS) to obtain estimated independent components, a 2D representation of these component signals using the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT), and a classification stage using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been proposed. A criterion based on the spectral correlation with a Movement Related Independent Component (MRIC) is used to sort the estimated sources by BSS, thus reducing the spatial variance. The experimental results of 94.21% using a k-fold cross validation are competitive with techniques recently reported in the state-of-the-art.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The electroencephalography (EEG) is a measurement of currents that flow during synaptic excita-
tions of the dendrites of many pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex generated by differences
of electrical potentials that create electrical dipoles between the body of a neuron, and apical den-
drites, which branch from neurons (Figure 1.1a). The current in the brain is generated mostly by
pumping the positive ions of sodium, Na+, potassium, K+, calcium, Ca++, and the negative
ion of chlorine, Cl−, through the neuron membranes in the direction governed by the membrane potential [2]. The register of EEG is done by placing electrodes on the scalp which capture electrical impulses associated with neuronal activity in the brain cortex, cortex. Generally, these electrodes are placed according to the 10-20 system as shown in Figure 1.1b. EEG is a non-invasive and low-cost technique to register the brain activity and therefore, a good alternative to obtain certain information from the brain cortex. However, the human head is formed by different layers such as the scalp, skull, and many other thin layers in between as is illustrated in Figure 1.1c. Therefore, the signal-to-noise-ratio decreases significantly in the observed signals obtained by electrodes. Furthermore, the observed signals are also a mixture of original sources, for this reasons becomes indispensable the implementation of algorithms for noise reduction and source separation in the signal processing of EEG measurements. Most of the concepts in EEG digital signal processing have their origin in distinct disciplines such as seismological analysis, communications engineering, speech and music information retrieval. In all mentioned applications, the principal topics include time-domain, frequency-domain, and time-frequency domain analysis. These transforms are useful because the EEG activity is in many cases analyzed in the frequency domain in four principal bands that present biological significance depicted in Fig 1.1d.

Delta δ (0.5-4 Hz) observed in infants and sleeping adults, theta θ (4-7.5 Hz) children and sleep-
ing adults, alpha α (8-13 Hz) detected in the occipital brain region when there is no attention, and
beta β (14-26 Hz) appears frontally and parietally with low amplitude [2]. In recent years, EEG has
become in an essential element in the development of Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI), designed
for mainly for people with severe neuromuscular disorders such as spinal cord injury, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, stroke and cerebral palsy. A BCI in simple terms, is a direct interface between the human brain and an artificial system that can be designed either for medical diagnosis of brain signals or even use such signals to interact with robotic systems, such as automated wheelchairs or limb prostheses. The principal steps of signal processing present in a BCI are: 1) preprocessing, which try to reduce the noise and artefacts influence in the observed signals; 2) feature extraction, which make a dimensional reduction of the data, taking the relevant information and discarding
According to the nature of the input signal, the BCI systems can be classified into two groups: 1) Endogenous and 2) Exogenous. Endogenous BCI depend on the ability to control the electrophysiological activity, such as the amplitude of the EEG in a specific frequency band over a specific area of the cerebral cortex; control signals for endogenous BCI systems can be Motor Imagery (MI) based on performing mental tasks that produce changes in the amplitude of sensorimotor rhythms recorded on the somatosensory and motor zone of the cerebral cortex, or Slow Cortical Potentials (SCP) that are slow changes of voltage generated on the cerebral cortex with a variable duration between 0.5 and 10 seconds. On the other hand, exogenous systems depend on electrophysiological activity evoked by external stimuli. Control signals for exogenous BCI systems can be P300 evoked potentials, based on amplitude peaks generated 300 milliseconds after an infrequent auditory or visual stimulus or Stable State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSEVP), which are generated when the person is subjected to visual stimuli. Endogenous BCI is a more natural form of communication between the user and the system to be controlled. However, this approach represents a major challenge in terms of signal processing, particularly in the preprocessing stage, due to the low signal-to-noise-
ratio and the non-linearity of the sources. For this reason, endogenous BCI systems require a preprocessing stage to improve the signal-to-noise-ratio prior to the feature extraction and classification stages, by filtering the noise or unwanted signals that are embedded within the EEG, such as the muscle movements called Electromyographic signals (EMG), the activity due to movement of the eyes called Electroculographic signals (EOG), and the heart activity called Electrocardiographic signals (ECG), should also be considered as unwanted signals or artifacts. An appropriate preprocessing tool can enhance the performance of the entire BCI system while using the same feature extraction and classification processes, so preprocessing the EEG signal is often considered the most important BCI stage [3]. Some approaches for preprocessing stage in BCI are based on time and frequency domain filters (band-pass, band-stop, kalman filter, among others). Since the EEG registers are obtained using electrodes placed in different spatial regions on the scalp, the use of space filters has become common in EEG preprocessing. Some of frequently used spatial methods in BCI are: Common Average Reference (CAR); Laplacian method, and Common Spatial Patterns (CSP). These approaches detects the spatial patterns in the EEG to improve in the accuracy of classification, but a minor change in the position of the electrodes may lead to a loss in the gained improvements [3].

On the other hand, statistical methods have been also implemented in preprocessing stage, some of most reported in endogenous BCI systems are based on the Blind Source Separation (BSS) concept. Several works show the use of BSS for artefacts rejection [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The BSS is a method that estimates the original source signals of a mixture, as in the case of EEG recording. The main objective of this work is the study of the BSS algorithms as preprocessing stage in endogenous BCI systems, evaluating their performance in later stages of extraction and classification of features.

1.1 Motivation

The BCI systems are fundamental in the development of new bionic prostheses that allow people to control specific movements of certain mechanisms with their thought. At present, there are some prostheses and exoskeletons that have already begun to incorporate this technology. According to Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI), in México 6 % of the population has some disability. It is estimated that of the country’s 31.5 million households, 6.1 million live with at least one person with a disability (19 out of 100). In 78% of them there is one person with a disability, in 18% two persons and in 3% three or more (INEGI 2012). Walking difficulties are the most common type of disability (64%), moving or using arms or hands (33%), bathing, dressing or eating (24%), and speaking or communicating (18%) (INEGI 2016). It is therefore important to promote, in Latin American countries, research focused on the development of technologies that improve the quality of life of people who for different circumstances are in a condition of motor disability, which involves forming interdisciplinary groups ranging from deep understanding in neuronal processes to bio-mechanics of the prostheses to be designed. Particularly this work is particularly focused on the preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification of MI BCI systems, due the great challenge to obtain relevant information from MI EEG in a non-invasive manner [12]. The results presented in this research suggest that a proper selection of BSS algorithm, as well as the parameter adjustment in feature extraction and classification stages, can improve the performance and classification accuracy of endogenous BCI systems.
1.2 Objectives

The general objective and the specific objectives of this project are as follows:

1.2.1 General objective
To study different BCI configurations based on BSS algorithms and artificial neural networks.

1.2.2 Specific Objectives
• To study the statistical characteristics of MI-EEG signals.
• To study the mathematical concepts behind BSS algorithms.
• To design a methodology to measure the performance of BSS algorithms.
• To implement feature extraction based on time and frequency descriptors.
• To implement classification stage based on machine learning (ML) approaches.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 is about the theoretical concepts of BCI systems, primarily focused on BSS algorithms and nature of the EEG sources.
• Chapter 3 describes about the feature extraction technique to reduce the dimensionality of the data, as well as two proposed methods to classify the MI intentions, based on Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) respectively.
• Chapter 4 presents the proposed methodology and the obtained results.
• Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and future works raised from this research.

1.4 Competitiveness

In this section is analyzed the competitiveness of the proposed thesis. According to the formal definition, competitiveness is the ability of a person or organization to develop competitive advantages over its competitors and thus obtain a prominent position in its environment. Usually is based on a competitive advantage, i.e., certain skill, resources, technology or attributes that make it superior to the person who has it. This is a relative concept in which the performance of a person or organization is compared to others. In the particular case of this research focused on the preprocessing algorithms used in BCI systems that are mainly used in biomedical applications as well as in virtual reality, videogames and neurofeedback or also known as electroencephalographic feedback, which is a neurobehavioral treatment aimed at the acquisition of self-control over certain patterns of brain activity and the application of these skills in daily living activities.

There are currently some commercial BCI devices. However, their performance of correct operation can still be improved as well as the commercial cost. One of the biggest drawbacks of
this kind of devices is that its signal processing algorithms are hidden in closed architectures. For this reason, the study of different approaches to preprocessing, feature extraction and classification has a high significance in order to improve the actual commercial devices and therefore, propose the implementation of a embedded BCI that could ever be competitive in the actual marketplace.

1.5 State-of-the-art

The state-of-the-art review in this work is focused on the three main stages of a BCI system; preprocessing stage, where the input channels are treated to reduce the influence of noise and artifacts, and thus, improve the signal-to-noise-ratio; feature extraction, where relevant information is sought, and redundant data is discarded; and classification, where some machine learning approach search to differentiate between classes of movement intentions.

1.5.1 Preprocessing stage

The primary requirement of the preprocessing stage in BCI is to filter out the noise, artifacts or unwanted signals that are embedded within the EEG. In view of the fact that EEG-based MI classification depends solely on the EEG as the signal of interest such as EMG, EOG, ECG. In Table 1.1 are mentioned the most reported pre-processing methods for EEG signals.

Table 1.1: Preprocessing methods for MI EEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referencing Method</td>
<td>[13], [14], [15], [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
<td>[17], [18], [19], [20], [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Component Analysis</td>
<td>[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalman filter</td>
<td>[28], [29], [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregressive modeling</td>
<td>[31], [32], [33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5.2 Feature extraction

Feature extraction describes the signal to be classified in terms of its distinguishing invariant features. The extracted features must capture salient signal characteristics, which can be used as a basis for the differentiation between task-specific brain states. Some BCIs involves a process of feature selection, where only the most discriminant of features in a proposed feature set are passed to the classifier with the aim of reducing computation time and increasing accuracy. Based on the selected features. In Table 1.2 are mentioned the most used feature extraction methods for EEG signals.

Table 1.2: Feature extraction methods for MI EEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time-domain methods</td>
<td>[34], [35], [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency-domain methods</td>
<td>[37], [38], [39], [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-Frequency methods</td>
<td>[26], [17], [41], [42], [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Spatial Patterns</td>
<td>[44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the particular case of CSP is one of the most common feature extraction methods used in BCI systems. CSP is a spatial filtering method used to transform EEG data into a new space where the variance of one of the classes is maximized while the variance of the other class is minimized. It is a strong technique for MI EEG processing since different frequency bands of the signal contain different information, and CSP enables the extraction of this information from particular frequency bands. However, pure CSP analysis is not adequate for high-performance MI classification because different subjects exhibit activity in different frequency bands and the optimal frequency band is subject-specific. This means that a wide band of frequencies, typically between 4 Hz and 40 Hz, must be used for MI classification, leading to the inclusion of redundant data being processed [50].

1.5.3 Classification

Finally, the BCI systems are composed of a classification stage, in order to obtain a control signal for a particular application. The most common methods are mentioned in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Classification methods for MI EEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)</td>
<td>[37],[51],[52],[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine (SVM)</td>
<td>[54],[55],[56],[57],[43],[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-Nearest-Neighbor</td>
<td>[59],[60],[61],[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>[63],[64],[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)</td>
<td>[66],[67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some recent BCI implementations based on the mentioned three stages are for example, the detection of Event Related Potentials (ERP) in the EEG signals termed as event-related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) patterns. Filter bank and Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) are combined to obtain the features, and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used as classifier [66]. Similar Filter Bank with CSP, but using a Naïve Bayes Parzen Window (NBPW) Classifier is proposed in [65]. A state-to-state, zero-training method to construct spatial filters for extracting EEG changes induced by motor imagery. Independent component analysis (ICA) was separately applied to the multi-channel EEG in the resting and the motor imagery states to obtain motor-related spatial filters. The resultant spatial filters were then applied to single-trial EEG to differentiate left- and right-hand imagery movements. A Fisher Discriminant Analysis was used as classifier [67]. Empirical Mode Decomposition, Discrete Wavelet Transform, and Wavelet Packet Decomposition were investigated for the decomposition of EEG Signals in BCI system for a classification task. K-nearest neighbor was used as classifier [68]. The use of Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) in the preprocessing stage, The features namely: the raw moment of the first derivative of instantaneous frequency, area, the spectral moment of power spectral density, and the peak value of PSD were used as feature extraction, and Least-Squares SVM (LS-SVM) for classification [69]. A multichannel EEG signal is decomposed into multiple sub-bands (SD), and tangent features (TF) are estimated on each sub-band. Mutual Information Analysis (MIA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) select and reduce dimensionality of sub-bands that containing features. Classification is accomplished by a SVM [70]. A tunable-Q wavelet transform (TQWT)-based feature extraction method is proposed for the classification of different MI. The TQWT parameters are tuned for the decomposition of EEG signal into sub-bands. Time domain measures of sub-bands are considered as features for MI tasks EEG signals. The TQWT-based features are tested on
(LS-SVM) classifier for the classification of right-hand and right-foot MI tasks [71]. A variant of ERP called spatio-temporal discrepancy feature (STDF) is proposed, which evaluates the difference of the EEG signals from the left and the right sensorimotor area. STDF as a temporal feature is then combined respectively with three kinds of frequency features describing the ERD/ERS phenomenon to further improve the classification performance [72]. A method to channel selection was proposed that can obtain high classification accuracies. The BCI proposed system is based on ICA spatial filter, where a comparison between ICA and CSP filters was made. They report better results using ICA, as long as the adequate channels are chosen [73] on ICA spatial filter us proposed to look for the best choice of electrodes A Subject-Specific Decision Tree (SSDT) framework with filter geodesic minimum distance to Riemannian mean (FGMDRM) is designed to identify MI tasks and reduce the classification error in the non-separable region of FGMDRM. Feature extraction algorithm combines semisupervised joint mutual information (semi-JMI) with General Discriminate Analysis (GDA) to reduce the dimension of vectors in the Riemannian tangent plane [74]. Some of recent BCI are summarized in table 1.4.

Table 1.4: Works related to BCI based on MI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Chin et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Filter Bank-Common Spatial Pattern</td>
<td>Naïve Bayes Parzen Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lu et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Regularized Common Spatial Pattern</td>
<td>Fisher Discriminant Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Z-score</td>
<td>Linear Discriminant Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Aghaei et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Separable Common Spatio-Spectral Patterns</td>
<td>Naïve Bayes Parzen Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Siuly et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Optimum Allocation</td>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Guan et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>subject-specific decision tree</td>
<td>k-Nearest-Neighbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5.4 Deep learning approaches

Some systems group together the feature extraction, feature selection and classification tasks within a single signal processing block. These systems are based on deep learning and largely use a convolutional neural network (CNN) structure. The architecture most widely used in MI EEG processing is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), but Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Staked Autoencoders (SAE) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) have also been used. CNN hold many advantages for MI EEG data processing raw data can be input to the system thus removing the need to prior feature extraction and they inherently exploit the hierarchical nature of certain signals and they perform well using large datasets. However, their disadvantages are also evident, since the large number of hyper parameters which must be learnt during training can increase the training time compared to other methods, they can produce incorrect classification results with great certainty, and the features learnt can be difficult to understand in the context of the original signal [75]. It should be noted that CNN were adopted in EEG signal processing after first being
established as a tool in image processing. Thus, when using CNN for the classification of MI EEG, one of the greatest differences between approaches involves the preprocessing of the input data, which can mainly be divided into two solutions, i.e., either configuring the EEG data as an image or not configuring the EEG data as an image. In approaches which convert the EEG data to an image, a time-frequency domain image is obtained from the data. Deep learning holds much potential in MI EEG classification. Future work could involve a heavier focus on integrating elements of feature selection. For example, the potential of stacked denoising auto encoders, which has been used to locate robust features [76]. In Table 1.5 are depicted some recent MI BCI systems implemented using deep learning approaches.

### Table 1.5: Deep Learning approaches for MI BCI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Input data form</th>
<th>Deep learning approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X. An et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Time series</td>
<td>Deep Belief Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Xu et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Tayeb et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Recurrent and Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Yin, J. Zhang</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Power Spectral Density features</td>
<td>Stacked Denoising AutoEncoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Lu et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Frequency-domain representation</td>
<td>restricted Boltzmann machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Tabar et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Tang et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Time series</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Jiao et al.</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Chaudhary et al.</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT and CWT</td>
<td>Deep Convolutional Neural Network (ALExNet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Recurrent and Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z. Zhang et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with CWT</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Dai et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>time-frequency maps with STFT</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network and Variational Autoencoder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2

Blind Source Separation

Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a relatively new concept in signal processing. It was initially proposed by Christian Jutten, Bernard Ans and Jeanny Hérault around 1982 from a problem of movement decoding in neurobiology. BSS is related to the problem about separating the independent sources which can only be observed in a mixed way by an array of sensors (microphones, electrodes, antennas). The term “blind” refers to the lack of information about the mixture parameters. BSS is a technique with many applications, in different fields as bio-medical, telecommunications, acoustics, seismographic, exploration, geophysics, signal analysis, etc. For the particular case of electroencephalography, the main application is the elimination of artifacts. However, if the stated objective is the same, the different authors do not model the problem in the same way and therefore do not use the same method of separation. As a result, there is no consensus in the literature on the most suitable algorithm for this application. BSS covers a large number of methods depending on the characteristics and assumptions of the mixing model and sources. Mixtures could be linear, non-linear and convolutive; in the linear case the observed signals are linear combinations of the sources at the same time. In the convolutive case, the sources may contribute to the mixture with several different delays: The difference between the linear convolutive mixing model and the linear instantaneous one, is that delayed values of the source signals contribute to the output at a given time. This may happen in some applications such as telecommunications where channel models often include multipath propagation. In the nonlinear case, the BSS can be expressed as \( s(t) = \mathcal{A}x(t) \) where \( \mathcal{A} \) is a nonlinear transform. In this thesis, we are mainly interested in the separation of linear convolutive mixtures considering that the various sources (of brain origin and non-brain) are added by neuronal conduction and recovered by the surface EEG, it can be assumed that each \( x \) is an instantaneous linear mixture from unknown sources.

As an example of the linear case, for two different signals \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) we could have two simultaneous measurements \( x_1(t) \) and \( x_2(t) \) over time \( t \),

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1(t) &= a_{11}s_1 + a_{12}s_2, \\
x_2(t) &= a_{21}s_1 + a_{22}s_2
\end{align*}
\]

or expressed in matrix form as

\[
x(t) = A_s(t)
\]

where \( x(t) \) is the vector of the mixed signals, \( A \) is the unknown non-singular mixing matrix. Then,
BSS consist of finding a $B$ that in an ideal case $B = A^{-1}$ and then the estimated signals will be

$$s(t) = Bx(t) \quad (2.3)$$

However, the exact inverse of $A$ is, in theory, impossible to obtain. Consequently, the sources can be estimated, with the exception of their order (permutation) and their amplitude. BSS algorithms can be grouped according to these assumptions into three main families:

- A first kind of hypothesis involves uncorrelated and stationary sources by windows. The solution for this type of source is simultaneous decorrelation for all windows. In practice, this decorrelation is achieved by diagonalization of the different correlation matrices. For this solution, the Second Order Statistics (SOS) is sufficient.

- A second kind of very common assumption is the statistical independence of stationary sources. In this case, the solution is the decorrelation of the followed signals a maximization of their statistical independence, estimated by assuming stationary signals. This Independent Component Analysis (ICA) seeks to find estimates of unknown sources by assimilating them to signals with maximum independence. In general, the algorithms have two steps: decorrelation followed by maximization independence through Higher Order Statistics (HOS).

- A last type of hypothesis involves stationary, auto-correlated sources and uncorrelated regardless of the offset. The solution based on this assumption is the simultaneous decorrelation of signals for different offsets and therefore the simultaneous diagonalization of the different auto-correlation matrices. So the Second order statistics (SOS) is also sufficient for this solution.

According to the assumptions made about the sources and under the assumption of a linear mixture instantaneous, a possible approach to address the separation problem is to find a linear transformation of the measured signals such as the sources $s'$ are as close as possible to the original sources $s$. The common objective of the different algorithms (HOS and SOS) is to estimate a matrix $B$ separation, which allows the estimation of sources $s$ from the $x$ measurements.

### 2.1 Whitening

We can consider that the first step towards separation is the whitening or decorrelation. This step consist in the estimation of a a matrix $W$

$$z = Wx \quad (2.4)$$

such that correlation matrix of $z$

$$R_z = \mathbb{E}(zz^T) \quad (2.5)$$

are diagonal, i.e., $R_z = I$. A first method for this purpose is based on the variance-covariance matrix of the observations

$$R_x = \mathbb{E}(xx^T) \quad (2.6)$$
for which it is useful the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) given by

\[ R_x = V D V^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where \( V \) is an orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and \( D \) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Therefore

\[ R_z = W V D V^T W^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

To obtain a matrix \( R_z \) equal to \( I \), a solution for the whitening matrix \( W \) is:

\[ W = D^{-1/2} V^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

where the matrix \( D^{-1/2} \) is computed as \( \text{diag}(d_1^{-1/2}, ..., d_n^{-1/2}) \)

An equivalent approach is to perform Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) directly on the observed signal matrix \( x \) (which is equivalent to estimating the covariance matrix from the observations). As by hypothesis, \( R_s = I \),

\[ R_z = W R_x W^T = W A R_s A^T W^T = W A A^T W^T = I \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

that is, if the sources are whitening, the product between \( WA \) is a orthogonal matrix. In Figure 2.1 are shown an example of whitening for two signals, mixed and whitening, and their respective joint distributions.

\[ \text{Figure 2.1: whitening example for two signal} \]

It can be noticed in Figure 2.1 b) that the joint distribution of original signals is projected in a rectangular plane, while the joint distribution of mixed signals are projected in a parallelogram. Once whitening the mixture, the joint distribution is more like the original distribution, but rotated with reference to the original plane. This concept must be generalized to \( r \) number of signals (\( R^r \) dimensional space) \([77]\).
2.2 Rotation

The estimation of the separation matrix $B$, in most BSS algorithms, is carried out in two steps. In the first step, a decorrelation of the observations is performed with the estimation of a spatial whitening matrix $W$. The second step is dedicated to the estimation of an orthogonal transformation $J$ called rotation matrix which is estimated by minimizing cost functions either by using HOS or SOS. Separation matrix $B$ is now written as $B = JW$ with $W$ obtained in the previous step. Two main approaches mentioned before (SOS and HOS) are presented in the literature to estimate $J$.

2.2.1 Estimation of rotation matrix with SOS

If the sources are self-correlated (or not stationary), then the second order statistic provides a solution that is satisfactory even to separate Gaussian sources. The starting hypothesis on the sources are based on the decorrelation of the sources instead the statistical independence (case for HOS algorithms).

**Simultaneous diagonalization** One of the possibilities to minimize mutual information consist in minimizing simultaneously the cross-cumulants of estimated sources. A simple example is covariance: minimizing the different covariances implies a decorrelation of the sources, therefore the diagonalization of the covariance matrix. This decorrelation of the estimated sources is a necessary condition of independence. The same simultaneous diagonalization method can be applied by considering shifted time covariance matrices instead high order cumulant matrices \[78]. All these covariance matrices have as their objective, finally, to encode the signal dependency (or independence) information, and they will be estimated from the measured data. The source separation, under certain decorrelation hypotheses, can therefore be obtained by the simultaneous diagonalization of two or more covariance matrices extracted from the data. If this diagonalization is performed after bleaching, its objective is to find the orthogonal rotation matrix $J$. The correlation matrix $R_z$ is whitened using the whitening matrix $W$. The whitened sources $z$ are represented by

$$z = Wx = D^{-1/2}V^T x$$

with the correlation matrix $R_z = I$, it is possible to define a correlation matrix $R_{x(\tau)}$ expressed as

$$R_{x(\tau)} = \mathbb{E}[x(k)x(k+\tau)^T] = A\mathbb{E}[x(k)x(k+\tau)^T]A^T = AR_{s(\tau)}A^T$$

therefore,

$$R_{z(\tau)} = WR_{x(\tau)}W^T = D^{-1/2}V^T R_{x(\tau)} VD^{-1/2}$$

A unit transformation can be found for the diagonalization of the matrix $R_{z(\tau)}$ for a given $\tau$. The decomposition in eigenvalues is expressed as

$$R_{z(\tau)} = J\Sigma_2 J^T$$

where $\Sigma_2$ is a diagonal matrix and $J$ is an orthogonal matrix. Assuming $y(k) = J^T z(k)$ is satisfied that

$$R_y = J^T R_z J = I$$
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\[ R_y(\tau) = J^T R_z(\tau) J = \Sigma_2 \quad (2.16) \]

These two matrices \( R_z \) and \( R_z(\tau) \) are diagonalized simultaneously by the linear transformation.

\[ B = J^T W = J = J^T \Sigma^{-1/2} V^T \quad (2.17) \]

that satisfies the equation [2.10].

**Diagonalization of covariance matrices for different offsets** Starting from the assumption of stationary, auto-correlated and uncorrelated sources regardless of the offset \( \tau \), we have a set of offset correlation matrices \( R_{x(\tau)} \) to diagonalize, using the approximate attached diagonalization (exact attached diagonalization is generally impossible).

Considering \( R_x = [R_{x(0)}, R_{x(1)}, \ldots, R_{x(k)}] \), the set of correlation matrices with \( R_{x(0)} \) positive. The objective is to determine the separation matrix \( B \) so that the matrices \( BR_{x(\tau)}B^T \) are as close as possible to diagonal matrices. The first step is the whitening, which transforms \( R_x \) into a new set

\[ R_z = [R_{z(\tau)} = WR_{x(\tau)} W^T] \quad (2.18) \]

where \( R_{z(0)} = I \) and \( W \) is the whitening matrix. For an orthogonal \( J \), given \( B = J^T w \) performs the exact diagonalization of \( R_{x(0)} \).

Let \( O(M) = \sum_{j \neq l} m^2(l, j) \) be the sum of the squares of the elements outside \( M \) diagonal. The criterion consists in minimizing, compared to the orthogonal matrix \( J \), the quantity,

\[ C_{\tau}(J, R_{z(0)}) = \sum_{\tau=0}^k O(JR_{z(\tau)}J^T) \quad (2.19) \]

The matrix \( J \) is obtained as a product of successive rotations of dimension 2. This method is known as SOBI (Second Order Blind Identification).

In Figure 2.2 is shown an example for the estimation of two signals using an approach based on SOS.

---

**Figure 2.2**: SOS estimation example for two signal
2.2.2 Estimation of rotation matrix with HOS

By using HOS, statistical independence is exploited (in the strict sense) of the sources. We obtain criteria for achieving separation without any additional information. This leads to the concept of Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The Kullback-Leibler divergence and mutual information can provide a global insight into the many ICA algorithms developed in recent years. Let \( p_1(s_1) \) and \( p_2(s_2) \) be two probability densities of two components of \( s \). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is defined by:

\[
D(p_1|p_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_1(s_1) \log \left( \frac{p_1(s_1)}{p_2(s_2)} \right)
\]

(2.20)

The Kullback-Leibler divergence is cancelled when the two components of \( s \) follow the same law: \( p_1(s_1) = p_2(s_2) \). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to measure the difference between the density and the product of marginal densities. This gap is the measure of independence statistical. Several random variables are referred to as mutually reinforcing components statistically independent if and only if:

\[
p(s) = p_s(s_1, s_2, ..., s_n) = p_1(s_1)p_2(s_2)...p_n(s_n) = \prod_i p_i(s_i)
\]

(2.21)

where \( p_s \) is the distribution of \( s \) and \( \prod_i p_i(s_i) \) is the product of its marginal distributions. Therefore, by replacing in equation (2.11) \( p_1(s_1) \) by \( p(s) \) and \( p_2(s_2) \) by \( \prod_i p_i(s_i) \) and by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence obtained, the independence of \( s_i \) is maximized. On the other hand, mutual information can be considered as the distance between joint densities and marginal densities. Thus, the mutual information of \( s \) noted \( I(s) \), can be expressed as the divergence of Kullback-Leibler between its distribution \( p(s) \) and the product of its marginal distributions \( p(y_i) \) such that:

\[
I(s) = D \left( p(\prod_i p_i(s_i)) \right)
\]

(2.22)

with \( i = 1...q \);

Using the concept of differential entropy, it is possible to reformulate the mutual information \( I(s) \) as follows:

\[
I(s) = I(s_1, s_2, ..., s_q) = \sum_i H(s_i) - H(s)
\]

(2.23)

where \( H(s_i) \) and \( H(s) \) are the marginal and joint entropy respectively.

The properties of mutual information suggest an estimate of the structure of separation by minimizing mutual information. The minimization of mutual information is a sufficient theoretical criterion, but which cannot be applied in practice in the form of Equation 2.14. Different estimation methods that lead to the implementation of different independence criteria have been proposed to resolve this problem. The classical algebraic approach of ICA proposed by P. Comon[Comon, 1994], is based on negentropy, which is a measure of the entropy of a random variable with respect to the entropy of a Gaussian distribution variable. By definition negentropy is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between a density of probability \( p(s) \) and the Gaussian probability density of \( g(s) \) of the same mean and same variance.
The negentropy of $s$ is defined as

$$J(s) = H_g(s) - H(s)$$  \hfill (2.24)

where $H_g(s)$ is the entropy of a Gaussian variable. According to the definition of mutual information, $I(s)$ can be expressed as

$$I(s) = J(s) - \sum_i J(y_i) + \frac{1}{2} \log \prod_i v_{ii} \det V$$  \hfill (2.25)

where $V$ is the variance-covariance matrix of $s$, with $v_{ii}$ the diagonal elements. Being since maximizing independence means minimizing mutual information, maximizing the sum of marginal negentropies is to minimize mutual information after whitening of the observations. This method is also similar to those using the notion of kurtosis. We can then characterize them by the fact that they seek the least Gaussian sources possible. Under these conditions, the separation problem consists in the search for a rotation matrix $J$ such that $\sum_i H(y_i)$ are minimal. The use of second order moments (or cumulants) is not sufficient to decide if non-Gaussian variables are independent. On the other hand, the use of cumulants (cross-referenced) of all kinds makes it possible to show whether variables are independent or not: if all the crossed cumulants of a set of random variables of all kinds are null, so the random variables are independent. [In Comon, 1994], Comon defines a contrast function using fourth-order cumulants and shows that minimizing mutual information means maximizing the sum of the edges of the cumulants of order four ($Cum_4$)$^3$ of the estimated sources expressed by

$$I(s) = \frac{1}{48} \sum_i (Cum_4)^2$$  \hfill (2.26)

Other methods of source separation proposed in the literature follow in their principle the same approach and are fundamentally equivalent [Cardoso, 1999]. The main differences are in the method chosen for estimating the mutual information mutual or negentropy as well as the minimization method.

### 2.3 Nature of sources

To understand the rotation matrix in HOS-based algorithms, it is convenient to take a preview analysis of nature of sources and their Probability Density Function (PDF). Considering a first example of six sinusoidal sources with different and independent frequencies, as shown in Figure 2.3a, the PDF of these original sources is shown in Figure 2.3b. In the figure above it can be seen that the recovered and original waveforms are practically identical. However, the algorithm cannot recover the original position of the channel due the blind approach used. The PDF of original, mixed and recovered signals are depicted in Figure 2.3b, 2.3d, and 2.3f respectively. In the figure it can be noticed that the PDF of original signals are non-Gaussian and show fine differences in their amplitudes, while the PDF of mixed signals tend to have a Gaussian distribution. If this condition is satisfied, BSS algorithms based on HOS statistic will find a satisfactory solution, as in this case. Considering a second example of six sinusoidal sources but now with different but harmonic frequencies, as shown in Figure 2.3a, the PDF of these original sources is shown in Figure 2.3b.
Figure 2.3: Sinusoidal sources with independent frequencies a) original sources (b) PDF of original sources (c) mixed sources (d) PDF of mixed sources (e) recovered sources (f) PDF of recovered sources

Unlike the first case where the frequencies are independent of each other, here there are not differences in the PDF of each source. On the other hand, the PDF of mixed signals in 2.4b are not a Gaussian distribution which is also an important condition for performance of HOS algorithms.

Several BSS algorithms were proposed in last years, some of most used for biomedical applications are are depicted in Table 2.1
Figure 2.4: Sinusoidal sources with harmonic frequencies (a) original sources (b) PDF of original sources (c) mixed sources (d) PDF of mixed sources (e) recovered sources (f) PDF of recovered sources.

Table 2.1: Principal BSS reported algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>statistical order</th>
<th>whitening</th>
<th>Allowed Gaussian sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOBI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOBI-RO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes(robust)</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFBSS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOBIUM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOTD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastICA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infomax</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICA</td>
<td>&gt; 4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Simulated signals for the evaluation of BSS algorithms

Despite several comparative studies in literature, there are no consensus about the best BSS algorithm for EEG data, this due to the lack of a priori knowledge of original sources. In [8] was proposed a new method based on canonical correlation for quantifying the performance of BSS separation algorithms in EEG signals, comparing with simultaneous measurements of electrocorticography (ECoG) that being obtained directly on the cerebral cortex, and therefore are closer to the original sources. In this chapter is described the proposed methodology for the study and comparisons of BSS algorithms. In order to analyze the behaviour of SOS and HOS, four representative BSS algorithms were selected mentioned below

- **SOBI**: this SOS algorithm uses the temporal coherence of the source signals, finding the \( W \) minimizing the sum-squared cross-correlations between one component at time \( t \) and another component at time \( t + \tau \), across a set of time delays. A joint diagonalization of an arbitrary set of time delayed covariance matrices allows the separation of Gaussian sources [81].
- **SOBI-RO**: this version of SOBI algorithm is adapted for noisy signals by introducing a robust orthogonalization step to reduce influence of white noise.
- **fastICA**: this algorithm is based on the measure of non-Gaussianity analyzing the fourth-order cumulant known as kurtosis, or the entropy, under the assumption that the sources are temporally independent and identically distributed and non-Gaussian, while the observed signals are more nearly to a Gaussian distribution [77].
- **RUNICA**: this was based on maximizing the output entropy (or information flow) of a neuronal network with non-linear outputs.

The first metric used to compare the sources is the well known Pearson correlation describes by equation

\[
\text{Corr}_{s,s'} = \frac{\text{cov}(s, s')}{\sigma_s \sigma_{s'}},
\]

where \( \text{cov}(s, s') \) is the covariance \( \sigma_s \) and \( \sigma_{s'} \) the normalize standard deviation of \( s \) and \( s' \) respectively. The second metric used is to analyze the time-frequency performance of the BSS algorithms is the wavelet coherence (WC), which is a method to evaluates the frequential similarity between two temporal signals, in this work the original \( s \) against the estimated signals \( s' \). The WC equation is described by

\[
WC_{s,s'}(t, a) = \frac{|W_s(t, a)|}{\sqrt{W_s(t, a)W_s'(t, a)}}
\]

where \( a \) is the scale factor, \( |W_s(t, a)| \) is the wavelet cross spectrum between \( s \) and \( s' \), while \( W_s(t, a) \) and \( W_s'(t, a) \) are the wavelet auto-spectrum of \( s \) and \( s' \), respectively [82]. Each comparison generates a time-scale map, For the proposed method, we extract four sub-matrix associated with the \( \delta, \theta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \) bands. Then, the mean of the mean is calculated for each band obtaining a scalar between 0 and 1 where 0 indicates null similitude and 1 absolute similitude in the particular band. The equation for \( WCM_{\delta,\theta,\alpha,\beta} \) is

\[
WCM_{\delta,\theta,\alpha,\beta} = \text{mean(mean}(WC_{\delta,\theta,\alpha,\beta}))
\]
In Figure 2.5 is shown the proposed method for the generation of WCM. Vectors $s'(t)$ in the output of BSS algorithms are compared with $s(t)$ using $WC$; generating $WC_{SOBI}$, $WC_{SOBIRO}$, $WC_{fastICA}$, and $WC_{infomax}$ time-scale maps. A function based on the correlation between $s$ and $s'$ sorts the estimates $s'$ signals according to their original signs and positions in order to compare correctly the original and estimated sources. From each $WC$ map, only extracted and averaged in time and scale the vectors associated with electrophysiological bands: $\delta$, $\theta$, $\alpha$, and $\beta$. This process is made for $s'_{1,6}$ generating an array of size 4x1x6 for each BSS algorithm. The process is carried out for $n$ trials (100 in our case).

![Figure 2.5: Frequency analysis description. The WC is calculated between original and recovered sources for each trial; electrophysiological bands are extracted generating the WCM Method for each BSS algorithm.](image)

BSS algorithms were developed to estimate original sources from the information provided only for the mixed observations. However, to perform a measurement of the performance it is essential to know the original sources, i.e. the ground-truth, wherefore, in this work two kind of known sources were used for this purpose. In a first case of evaluation we use simulated signals, and subsequently, simultaneous electroencephalogram (EEG) and electrocorticogram (ECoG). In the next sections are describes the two main cases of study. Six semi-simulated sources are used to generate the set of mixed signals composed of: four intracerebral (depth) encephalogram (SEEG) sources placed inside the brain which have fewer artefacts components, extracted from different brain locations, one ocular artefact and one ECG artefact (taken from [7]). In Figure 2.6 are depicted the simulated signals used for the analysis, in a) are the six original sources, in b) the noiseless mixture and in c) a mixture with white noise. For the last case, SNR of 20, 10, and 5 dB were used. For each case, the mixtures were generated 100 times.

According to the proposed methodology, temporal analysis based on correlation and a time-frequency based on WCM were made using mixtures of SNR=20, 10, and 5 dB. In Figure 2.7 are shown the correlations (Corr) between $s(t)$ and $s'(t)$ and their respective standard deviation $\sigma$. For the case of a noiseless mixture, it can be observed that InfoMax, SOBI, and SOBIRO presented highest Corr for all sources, while fastICA showed the lowest values. Nevertheless, for noise mixtures, the performance of SOBI decreased significantly in comparison with the other algorithms, SOBIRO and InfoMax presented better estimations than SOBI but failed for artefact $s_6$ with Corr values below 0.4. In contrast with the noiseless case, fastICA achieved a more stable behavior for noise mixtures, this was more evident for the artefact $s_6$, where the other algorithms presented values of Corr below 0.4, while fastICA achieved values above 0.5 even in the noisiest mixture.
Once again the two cases (noiseless and noise mixtures) were evaluated, now applying the proposed WCM to analyze the behavior of evaluated BSS algorithms in electrophysiological bands. In the figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 are shown the WCM values for $\delta$, $\theta$, $\alpha$, and $\beta$ respectively, for the noiseless, SNR=20, 10, and 5 mixtures.

- **$\delta$ band:** For noiseless mixture InfoMax showed the best performance in this electrophysiological band as well as the best estimation of artefact $s_5$ with a WCM value of 0.7, while the other algorithms presented values below 0.4. SOBIRO presented similar WCM values except for artefact $s_5$. SOBI and fastICA presented WCM below 0.8 in $s_2$. For noise mixtures, SOBIRO followed by InfoMax achieved better performance except for artefacts $s_5$ and $s_6$, where all algorithms failed in the identification, while the behavior of fastICA has fewer variations compared to the noiseless case. SOBI presented the lowest values of WCM for sources $s_1$ to $s_4$ and close values for $s_5$ and $s_6$ to the other algorithms.

- **$\theta$ band:** SOBIRO presented the best WCM values for noiseless and noise mixtures in this band, achieving a WCM value above 0.8 for $s_1$ and a minimum value of 0.66 for $s_3$ in the case of SNR=5. InfoMax presented good performance in this band, except for artefact $s_6$ for noise mixtures. fastICA showed WCM values closest to each other for the different SNR values but with a performance below SOBIRO and InfoMax. Finally, SOBI presented the lowest performance for all values of SNR in noise mixture with all values of WCM below 0.7.

- **$\alpha$ band:** In the case of noiseless and noise mixture, SOBIRO and InfoMax presented the best performance in this band for sources $s_1$ to $s_5$. For artefact $s_6$ SOBIRO presented highest values of WCM in comparison with the other algorithms. fastICA showed WCM values closest to each other for the different SNR values but with a performance below SOBIRO and InfoMax. SOBI presented WCM values below 0.65 in all sources for all cases of noise mixtures.
• \( \beta \) band: For the noiseless case, InfoMax presented the highest values of WCM in all sources. For the noise mixture, all algorithms present a low value of WCM in \( s_4 \) and high values in artefact \( s_6 \). Comparing the rest of sources, SOBIRO presented slightly better performance in \( s_2 \), and \( s_3 \), fastICA in \( s_1 \), and InfoMax in \( s_5 \).

Considering that EEG signals are more close to the noise mixture case, the obtained results suggest that SOBIRO is the most suitable BSS, mainly for applications based on MI due to the significance of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) bands in this kind of applications. However, it can be noticed that a strong presence of noise is a great problem which is not entirely resolved in actual BCI implementations. The results obtained in this chapter show that for source separation in the absence of noise, both SOS and HOS algorithms perform well in the frequency bands studied. However, when mixtures have high noise values, all of the algorithms widely used in EEG signals present a significant decrease in their estimations, even the specific algorithms designed to deal with the noise such as SOBIRO. Most applications perform signal filtering, either using band-pass filters or adaptive filters. However, this approach also eliminates information and affects the result of source separation algorithms [7]. HOS algorithms are assuming that the sources are statistically independent with non-Gaussian distribution. SOS-based methods are assuming that autocorrelation characteristics of sources are distinct. The WCM proposed in this chapter can help to obtain detailed information in the performance of BSS algorithms in electrophysiological bands \( \delta, \theta, \alpha \) and \( \beta \), associated with the EEG biopotentials without the need to apply band-pass filters which alter the waveforms provided by the BSS estimations. These preliminary results suggest that InfoMax have advantages in the absence or low noise case in all studied frequency bands, while SOBIRO and fastICA perform better for noise mixtures, and therefore more suitable for real applications such as EEG preprocessing.
Figure 2.8: WCM for δ band in a) SOBI, b) SOBIRO, c) fastICA, and d) InfoMax

Figure 2.9: WCM for θ band in a) SOBI, b) SOBIRO, c) fastICA, and d) InfoMax
Figure 2.10: WCM for α band in a) SOBI, b) SOBIRO, c) fastICA, and d) InfoMax

Figure 2.11: WCM for β band in a) SOBI, b) SOBIRO, c) fastICA, and d) InfoMax
CHAPTER 3

Brain-Computer Interface Implementation

3.1 Descriptors

Feature extraction is an important stage in signal processing analysis and is an essential processing step in pattern recognition and machine learning tasks. The goal is to extract a set of features from the signals of interest that represent desired properties of the original data, pondering the differences and minimizing the redundancies at the same time by reducing the dimensionality of the original data. Commonly, the original data, (such as EEG channels) are voluminous and therefore, it is hard to process directly in any analysis task. In order to achieve this goal, it is important to have a good knowledge of the application domain, so that we can decide which are the best features. In the particular case of EEG signals, feature extraction mainly focuses on finding a suitable representation of the data that is lower in dimension relative to the raw EEG, but at the same time preserves the information that is required to discriminate different classes of data. This stage is crucial in BCI systems, because if the representation is too high dimensional, too correlated, or too noisy, the machine learning algorithm cannot find discriminative information. On the other hand, if the EEG raw is reduced more than necessary, it may result in loss of valuable information. In this chapter are presented some essential features, describing how to extract these features on a short-term basis and how to compute feature statistics for the case of mid-term audio segments.

3.1.1 Time domain features

Time-domain features are extracted directly from the samples of the signals. Typical examples are the short-term energy and short-term zero-crossing rate. Such features offer a simple way to analyze audio signals.

Energy Considering a fragment of EEG channel as \( x_i(n) \), with a length of \( L \), the short-term energy is computed according to the equation

\[
E(i) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i}^{L} |x_i(n)|^2 \tag{3.1}
\]
Short-term energy is expected to exhibit high variation over successive EEG frames, i.e. the energy envelope is expected to alternate rapidly between high and low energy states.

**Zero-Crossing rate** The Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR) of an EEG frame is the rate of sign-changes of the signal during the frame. In other words, it is the number of times the signal changes value, from positive to negative and vice versa, divided by the length of the frame. The ZCR is defined according to

$$Z(i) = \frac{1}{2L} \sum_{i} |\text{sgn}[x_i(n)] - \text{sgn}[x_i(n-1)]|^2$$

where $\text{sgn}(\cdot)$ is the sign function, (1 for $x_i(n) \geq 0$; 0 for $x_i(n) < 0$).

ZCR can be interpreted as a measure of the noisiness of a signal. For example, it usually exhibits higher values in the case of noisy signals. It is also known to reflect, in a primitive way, the spectral characteristics of a signal.

**Entropy of energy** The short-term entropy of energy can be interpreted as a measure of abrupt changes in the energy level of a signal. In order to compute it, each short-term frame is divided in $K$ sub-frames $E_{\text{subFrame}_j}$ of fixed duration. Then, for each sub-frame $j$, the energy is computed and divided by the total energy, $E_{\text{shortFrame}_i}$, of the short-term frame. The division operation is a standard procedure and serves as the means to treat the resulting sequence of sub-frame energy values, $e_j$, $j = 1, ..., K$, as a sequence of probabilities, as in

$$e_j = \frac{E_{\text{subFrame}_j}}{E_{\text{shortFrame}_i}}$$

where

$$E_{\text{shortFrame}_i} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} E_{\text{subFrame}_k}$$

At a final step, the entropy $H(i)$ of the sequence $e_j$ is computed according to

$$H(i) = -\sum_{j=1}^{K} e_j \log_2(e_j)$$

The resulting value is lower if abrupt changes in the energy envelope of the frame exist. This is because, if a sub-frame yields a high energy value, then one of the resulting probabilities will be high, which in turn reduces the entropy of sequence $e_j$. Therefore, this feature can be used for the detection of significant energy changes.

### 3.1.2 Frequency domain features

Fourier transform can provide information in the frequency domain that in the time domain is difficult to find. Based on the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (FFT), the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be easily computed. Once obtained the frequency representation of a time series, it is possible to obtain some descriptors with spectral information.
Spectral centroid and Spread  The spectral centroid and the spectral spread are two simple measures of spectral position and shape. The spectral centroid is the center of ‘gravity’ of the spectrum. Considering $X_i(k), k = 1, \ldots, W_{FL}$, as the magnitude of the DFT coefficients of the $i$th signal frame, the value of spectral centroid, $C_i$, of the $i$th audio frame is defined as

$$C_i = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{W_{FL}} kX_i(k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{W_{FL}} X_i(k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)$$

Spectral spread is the second central moment of the spectrum. In order to compute it, one has to take the deviation of the spectrum from the spectral centroid, according to

$$S_i = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{W_{FL}} (k - C_i)^2X_i(k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{W_{FL}} X_i(k)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)$$

The spectral spread measures how the spectrum is distributed around its centroid. Unsurprisingly, in the case of stationary wave, there are no changes in the spectral centroid and spread, while for a variable frequency signal, these value of these descriptors change for each frame.

Spectral entropy  Spectral entropy is computed in a similar manner to the entropy of energy, although, this time, the computation takes place in the frequency domain. More specifically, we first divide the spectrum of the short-term frame into $L$ sub-bands. The energy $E_f$ of the $f$th sub-band, $f = 0, \ldots, L - 1$, is then normalized by the total spectral energy. The entropy of the normalized spectral energy $n_f$ is finally computed according to the equation

$$H(i) = -\sum_{f=0}^{L-1} n_f \log_2(n_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)$$

Spectral flux  Spectral flux measures the spectral change between two successive frames and is computed as the squared difference between the normalized magnitudes of the spectra of the two successive short-term windows

$$F_{i(i-1)} = -\sum_{f=1}^{W_{FL}} (EN_i(k) - EN_{i-1}(k))^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)$$

where $EN_i(k)$ is the $k$th normalized DFT coefficient at the $i$th frame.

Spectral rolloff  This feature is defined as the frequency below which a certain percentage of the magnitude distribution of the spectrum is concentrated. Therefore, if the $m$th DFT coefficient corresponds to the spectral rolloff of the $i$th frame, then it satisfies the equation

$$\sum_{k=1}^{m} X_i(k) = C \sum_{k=1}^{W_{FL}} X_i(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)$$

where $C$ is the adopted percentage.
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients  MFCC contain filter banks that models the ability of human ear to resolve frequencies nonlinearly across the audio spectrum. Therefore, it is one of the most used descriptors in speech and audio recognition[cita]. In recent years, MFCC is being applied too in EEG tasks classification, achieving high accuracy values.

MFCC are a kind of cepstral representation of the signal, where the frequency bands are distributed according to the mel-scale, instead of the linearly spaced approach. The DFT is computed and the resulting spectrum is given as input to a mel-scale filter bank that consists of $L$ filters.

If $O_k, k = 1, ..., L$ is the power at the output of the $k$th filter, the resulting MFCC are given by:

$$c_m = \sum_{k=1}^{L} (\log(O_k)) \cos \left[ m \left( k - \frac{1}{2} \right) \frac{\pi}{L} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

$$mel(f) = 2595 \log_{10}(1 + \frac{f}{700}) \hspace{1cm} (3.12)$$

3.2 Classification stage

There are various classifiers used in the BCI community, grouped in linear and nonlinear classifiers. Linear classifiers were the most commonly used in BCI until recently, due to their fewer parameters that need to be tuned in comparison to nonlinear classifiers. A nonlinear classifier it’s on his part, based on nonlinear functions to separate the classes. The Motor Imagery classification it’s a linearly non-separable problem, and therefore, either a good feature extraction stage must be achieved, or a non-linear classification stage must be implemented. In current BCI systems, the most popular classifiers are the support vector machines (SVM), Artificial neural networks (ANN), and nonlinear Bayesian classifiers. The ANN-based approach has been chosen for the present work.

Neural Networks was initially inspired by biological connections and synapses process in the brain. In the synapse, the dendrite from multiple cells connects to the axon of one cell, for the axon to be activated and send an action potential. McCullough and Pitts proposed the first model in 1943. In 1958 Rosenblatt introduced the model of the perceptron that was an early mathematical abstraction of biological neurons, and together with a dedicated optimization scheme, the perceptron learning algorithm it was the first instance of supervised learning for the artificial neural model.

3.2.1 Feedforward Neural Network

One of most popular ANN is known as feedforward neural network, that is a fully connected network in which all the input neurons are connected with all neurons in the first hidden layer, the outputs of these neurons are connected in turn with all the neurons in the next layer. In Figure 3.1 are shown an example of feed-forward neural network with three inputs $x_1, x_2, x_3$, three neurons in the hidden layer, and two neurons in the output layer. The basic equation of a single neuron in a perceptron is given by:

$$y_N = f(WX + b) \hspace{1cm} (3.13)$$

where $y_N$ is the output of the neuron, $X$ is the vector of inputs, $W$ is the weights parameters, $b$ is the bias, and $f$ is the activation function. Then, the output of each neuron is a linear combination of all their inputs, with an adjust of threshold given by the bias value, and finally the resultant
output is modified by the activation function that commonly is a nonlinear operator such as the \( \text{tanh}(y_N) \).

The learning task is then the adjust of all weight matrices and bias vectors. In the case of supervised learning task, a set of examples labelled by a target vector are entered in the ANN. The output of the ANN is compared with the target vector to obtain the error, then, the error is propagated in the opposite direction for each epoch of the training.

One of most common performance function for feedforward networks is mean square error (MSE), the average squared error between the network outputs \( a \) and the target outputs defined as

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i}^N (e_i)^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i}^N (t_i - a_i)^2
\]  

(3.14)

3.2.2 Convolutional Neural Network

Inspired by biological processes in that the connectivity pattern between neurons resembles the organization of the animal visual cortex, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) are designed to recognize visual patterns directly from pixel images with minimal preprocessing [84]. CNN architecture is comprised of a sequence of convolutions and sub-sampling layers in which the content or values of the convolutional kernels is learned via an optimization algorithm. With a fixed number of filters in each layer, each individual filter is convoluted transversely with the width and height of the input figure in the forward transmits. The output of this layer is a two-dimensional feature map of that filter to detect the pattern. This is followed by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) where the non-linearity is increased in the network using a rectified function. The governing equation of the convolution operation is given as

\[
h_i^l = f(a) = f \left( \sum_{n=1}^{M} W_{ni}^l \cdot h_{ni}^{l-1} + b_i^l \right)
\]  

(3.15)
with the ReLU function is defined as

$$\text{ReLU}(a) = \ln(1 - e^a),$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

where $h^l_i$ is the $i$-th output of layer $l$, $W^l_{ni}$ is the convolutional kernel that is operated on the $n$-th map of the $l-1$-th layer used for the $i$-th output of the $l$-th layer, and $b^l_i$ is the bias term; $f(a)$ is an activation function imposed on the output of the convolution. The optimization algorithm focuses on optimizing the convolutional kernel $W$. The output of each convolutional operation or any operation is denoted as a feature map. After convolution, the sub-sampling layer reduces the dimension of the feature maps by representing a neighborhood of values in the feature map by a single value.

CNN are also known as shift invariant or space invariant artificial neural networks (SIANN), based on their shared-weights architecture and translation invariance characteristics. This particular feature makes CNN appropriate to deal with the problem described above with the loss of order in each trial processed by BSS algorithms. The parameters of each convolutional layer are:

- Filters: The number of output filters in the convolution.
- Kernel size: The height and width of the 2D convolution window.
- Strides: The strides of the convolution along the height and width.

Another important operation applied usually in each convolutional layer is the Max pooling, that is a sample-based discretization process. The objective is to down-sample an input representation, reducing its dimensionality and allowing for assumptions to be made about features contained in the sub-regions binned. This is done to in part to help over-fitting by providing an abstracted form of the representation. As well, it reduces the computational cost by reducing the number of parameters to learn and provides basic translation invariance to the internal representation.

![Convolutional Neural Networks proposed](image)

**Figure 3.2: Convolutional Neural Networks proposed**
CHAPTER 4

Methodology and results

In this chapter, two BSS algorithms, SOBIRO and fastICA were selected in order to compare their performance in classification accuracy for real EEG signals. Two classification approaches described in section 3.2 were used. For the case of MLP, the feature extraction stage is made using the time and frequency descriptors expanded in section 3.1. On the other hand, when CNN approach is used as classifier, the input channels are currently presented as time-frequency maps or time-scale representations. The convolutional layers of the CNN generate an abstract representation of the input images making a dimensional reduction. The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core(TM) i7-7700HQ 2.80GHz with 16GB of RAM. Matlab 2017 was used to compute fastICA [77] and CWT maps, while python Tensorflow and Keras libraries were used to compute the CNN architecture.

Dataset  The dataset was provided by Intelligent Data Analysis Group is the IVa from the BCI competition III was used in current study. This consists of five healthy subjects sat in a comfortable chair with arms resting. The subjects are labeled as aa, al, av, aw, and ay [87]. Visual cues indicated for 3.5 seconds which of the following two MI the subject should perform: right hand (class1) and foot (class2) MI. The presentation of target cues were intermitted by periods of random length, 1.75 to 2.25 seconds, in which the subject could relax. [88]. In Figure 4.1 is shown a diagram where it is illustrated the extraction of MI segments inside a trial, where the interest segment of MI occurs in time interval between 4.5 and 8 seconds. The recording was made using BrainAmp amplifiers and a 128 channel Ag/AgCl electrode cap from ECI. 118 EEG channels were measured at positions of the extended international 10–20-system. Signals were digitized at 1000 Hz with 16 bit (0.1 µV) accuracy.

Figure 4.1: Extraction of Motor Imagery for each trial

According to the 10-20 sysyem, the electrodes associated with the sensorimotor regions in the motor
cortex are $C_3$ for the left hemisphere and $C_4$ for the right hemisphere. In this work, 18 channels were located in both hemispheres were selected. $FC_5$, $FC_3$, $FC_1$, $C_5$, $C_3$, $C_1$, $CP_5$, $CP_3$, $CP_1$ in left side, and $FC_2$, $FC_4$, $FC_6$, $C_2$, $C_4$, $C_6$, $CP_2$, $CP_4$, $CP_6$ in right side. The selected electrodes coincide with the regions reported in [73]. The two clusters left and right are filtered using a second-order IIR Butterworth, set as band-pass filter. To preserve the relevant information for MI, the selected cut-off frequencies were adjusted between 0.5 and 90 Hz.

4.1 Proposed method to sort the estimated sources

Due to its unsupervised and statistical nature, BSS does not require a priori information about MI classes, nor specific frequency bands, which is an advantage over other spatial filter approaches. Nonetheless, an inherent disadvantage of BSS algorithms is that for each processed trial, the order is not preserved, which limits its direct application in further classifier stages used in BCI, where the order of the input vectors must be conserved to avoid loss of the adjustment parameters for each new data entry.

One of the main contributions of this work is the criterion of sorting the estimated sources. A typical spectral profile of Movement Related Independent Components (MRIC) with significant components in the $\mu$ and $\beta$ frequencies is used for sorting in each processed trial, thus ensuring that the sources estimated to be the most active in MI frequencies remain at the beginning of the array, while the artifacts are placed in the final positions.

Figure 4.2: Proposed method. Original channels are passed through a BSS algorithm generating independent sources. Typical spectral profile are correlated with the spectral components of each trial to sort and select interest components.

In Figure 4.3 are shown the spectral components of estimated sources before and after apply the sort criterion in one trial. The components with more information in $\mu$ and $\beta$ will generally be placed in the top positions, while the components least associated with these frequencies will be at the bottom as for example in Figure 4.3 (a), the first spectral component has more energy in frequencies over 20 Hz but without $\alpha$ and $\beta$ contribution, is placed in the bottom in Figure 4.3 (b).
In contrast, the component located in the seventh position in Figure 4.3 (a), which has the most energy in the region $\mu$, is located in the first position in Figure 4.3 (b).

Figure 4.3: Analysis spectral components. (a) before sort; (b) after sort. The components with more MRIC frequencies are placed at the top after sorting.

4.2 Classification using descriptors and MLP

To compare the influence of BSS in the classification accuracy, three cases are studied, (a) NO BSS, (b) SOBIRO, and (c) fastICA. In feature extraction stage, the estimated sources generated in previous stage go through a series of descriptors in search of discriminant characteristics that allow to separate the classes. For this purpose, time-domain and frequency domain descriptors were used. To study the behaviour of descriptors according their nature, these have been separated into three main groups:

- Group 1 (time-domain descriptors): zero-crossing, energy, and entropy.
- Group 3 (MFCC descriptors): 13 MFCC filters.

For classification of MI, a MLP with seven neurons in the hidden layer was used. To train the network, gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate was employed. Inputs were divided in 60% for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for test once the net has been trained.

**Analysis without BSS preprocessing** The case (a) NO BSS is used as a point of reference for comparing the influence of BSS separation. In this case, the three proposed groups of descriptors are evaluated separately in the MLP. In table 4.1 are the classification accuracy for each subject of
the dataset. The time it takes the entire system to process each trial is shown in the tables, once
the network has been trained.

Table 4.1: accuracy without BSS dataset IVa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>time for each trial (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aa</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>0.1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-al</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>0.1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-av</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aw</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-ay</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>0.1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>0.1204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean of classification accuracies showed in table 4.1 are below 50%, where only for one subject (aa) was achieved a value of 91.5%. This result reveals the need for additional preprocessing before feature extraction and classification, or else, the choice of other kind of feature extraction descriptors. Whereas the focus of this paper is on the preprocessing stage, BSS algorithms are implemented, keeping the same descriptors.

Analysis using SOBIRO When SOBIRO is applied and features are extracted from all estimated sources, the classification percentages are improved in comparison with the case where BSS is not applied. However, these percentages are still below 80%. In table 4.2 are showed the classification accuracy using SOBIRO in the preprocessing stage.

Table 4.2: classification accuracy with SOBIRO in BSS stage dataset IVa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>time for each trial (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aa</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>0.2079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-al</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>0.1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-av</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>0.1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aw</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>0.1614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-ay</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>0.1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>0.1704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis using fastICA For this case the classification accuracy in the output of the MLP is considerably improved, achieving a classification value of 90.8% when all descriptors are used. and even though the processing time of this HOS algorithm is about 8.5 times greater than the SOS SOBIRO algorithm, the window size for each trial is about three seconds, which is why fastICA can be implemented in real time applications. In table 4.3 are showed the classification accuracy using fastICA in the preprocessing stage.
4.3 Classification using CNN

A recent approach that has given excellent results, mainly in computer vision is deep learning [89]. However, deep learning techniques have not been widely used for EEG-BCI applications, due to factors such as noise, the correlation between channels, and the high dimensional EEG data [90]. Some works where deep learning has been used for MI classification have been proposed [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 90] where CNN are the main architecture used for these cases. However, for MI-BCI based paradigm the datasets are small due to the fatigue where the participants are exposed in each session. Therefore, it has been difficult to use deep learning for this purpose [95]. The natural and most common representation of time series signals when CNN is used, is a time-frequency image for each of them. In this case, the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is used. The CWT generates 2D maps from 1D time series containing information of time and scale, with a logarithmic relationship with the frequency components.

**Wavelet Transform** EEG registers are initially time series, from which it is possible to obtain information related to the temporal evolution of some characteristics. However, in this space, it is not possible to know frequential information. On the other hand, the Fourier transformation makes it possible to identify information in the frequency domain, but the temporal evolution of the frequency components is unknown. The CWT generates 2D maps from 1D time series containing information of time and scale, with a logarithmic relationship with the frequential components. Unlike the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), CWT performs a multiresolution analysis [98]. CWT is described by

\[ W_x(a, \tau) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{|a|}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \psi^* \left( \frac{t-\tau}{a} \right) dt, \]  

(4.1)

where \( a \) is the scale factor, \( \psi \) is the mother wavelet, and \( \tau \) is the shift time of the mother wavelet on the \( x(t) \) signal.

In Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are depicted some CWT maps of representative sources with \( \mu \) and \( \beta \) frequencies, obtained with SOBIRO and fastICA respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>time for each trial(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aa</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>1.4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-al</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>1.4464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-av</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>1.4536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-aw</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>1.4464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa-ay</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>1.4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td><strong>90.8</strong></td>
<td>1.4543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4: CWT of selected MRIC from SOBIRO algorithm.
Figure 4.5: CWT of selected MRIC from fastICA algorithm.
Description of proposed approach is depicted in Figure 4.6. Clusters left and right are separated in trials, from trial$_1$ to trial$_N$. Each trial is preprocessed using a BSS algorithm, which generates equal number of estimated sources $s'(t)$ from the input channels $x(t)$. These sources were sorted using as criterion the correlation between their spectral components and the MRIC. This procedure helps to separate the sources and the unwanted artifacts that have low correlations with MRIC. Sorted trials of $s'(t)$ are passed through a CWT block. The CWT is obtained using generalized Morse wavelets. Analytic wavelets are complex-valued wavelets whose Fourier transforms are supported only on the positive real axis. They are useful for analyzing modulated signals, which are signals with time-varying amplitude and frequency [99]. The window size of each CWT is 1.0 seconds, each window is computed using steps of 0.25 seconds. CNN architecture has as input the CWT figures and finally a fully connected Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) separates into two classes, right hand MI and right foot MI.

Figure 4.6: Proposed methodology. The left and right channels are preprocessed using a BSS algorithm, the MRIC sorts the estimated sources, in the CWT stage the images for each time window are obtained, finally the CNN separates the classes.

In Figure 4.7 a) is shown the CWT of a single estimated source $s'_1$, in b) is shown an example of input containing all estimated sources stacked along $y$ axis. Each figure is re-scaled to a size of $128 \times 256$.

Figure 4.7: CWT maps for (a) one estimated source, (b) CWT stacked maps for left and right estimated sources.
To evaluate the proposed methodology, SOBIRO, and fastICA were used again. In Figure 4.8 is showed the train and validation values for 20 epochs in cases (a) without BSS preprocessing, (b) with fastICA without the sort criterion, (c) with sorted SOBIRO, and (d) with sorted fastICA. The CNN architecture initially used was the same proposed in [1]. Nevertheless, the input data is organized in a different way, for which it was necessary to make some adjustments in the convolution stride and max-pooling size. The CNN architecture used in this work is showed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: CNN modified architecture inspired from [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Stride</th>
<th>Output shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conv2D → 250</td>
<td>(3,1)</td>
<td>(2,2)</td>
<td>(63,256,250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activation→ ReLU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(63,256,250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-pooling→ (4,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(15,64,250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Conv2D → 150</td>
<td>(1,2)</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>(15,63,150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activation→ ReLU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(15,63,150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-pooling→ (3,3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5,21,150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Flatten</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(15750)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense→ 2048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activation→ ReLU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dropout→ 0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dense→ 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activation→ softmax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis without BSS preprocessing  In Figure 4.8 (a), the maximum accuracy value for train is near 0.8, while the validation accuracy is below 0.6. These results can be explained taking into account the reduced number of data for a deep learning approach, where large amounts of data are required to achieve an end-to-end system, where convolutional layers are able to find the determining patterns that allow for classifying movement intentions.

Analysis using SOBIRO  In in Figure 4.8 (c), SOBIRO as BSS algorithm and sorted with the same explained criterion in Figure 4.6, the test accuracy achieved 0.73 values, improving the a) and b) responses. However, differences between train and test are considerably large which indicates overfitting.

Analysis using fastICA  In Figure 4.8 (b), where fastICA is applied in each trial but without the sort step, the training accuracy reaches values close to 0.98, but the validation accuracy is below 0.60 and decrease for each epoch. This can be explained by the disorder of the estimated sources in each trial, where CNN learns training set, but fails to generalize in the test set. This result validates the hypothesis of the need to use a sort criterion for sources estimated through BSS. Finally, in Figure 4.8 (d), with the sorted HOS fastICA, both the training data and the validation data achieve values higher than 0.8, reducing the phenomenon of overfitting. This result validates several previous works where the superiority of the HOS algorithms over the SOS for BSS
Figure 4.8: Train and test validation behaviour for subject aa in cases. (a) without BSS, (b) with no sorted fastICA, (c) with sorted SOBIRO, and (d) with sorted fastICA (30 epochs). with the sorted HOS fastICA, both the training data and the validation data achieve values higher than 0.8, reducing the phenomenon of overfitting in comparison to the other cases.

is reported. Results (c) and (d) are in accordance with numerous works reporting superiority of HOS-BSS algorithms over SOS-BSS algorithms for EEG preprocessing [8, 100, 101]. Sorted fastICA is then chosen as BSS algorithm before CWT generation and posterior CNN classification stages.

### 4.3.1 Comparison with other methods

In Table 4.5 are shown the validation accuracies for each k validation and each subject of dataset IVa of BCI competition III. The test set was divided into 10 equal parts for each cross validation. The maximum classification value was chosen in each case.
Table 4.5: 10-fold cross validation accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k=1</td>
<td>k=2</td>
<td>k=3</td>
<td>k=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject aa</td>
<td>94.79</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>96.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject al</td>
<td>91.66</td>
<td>94.79</td>
<td>94.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject av</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>97.91</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject aw</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>92.50</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject ay</td>
<td>85.41</td>
<td>97.91</td>
<td>85.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>85.41</td>
<td>97.91</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is shown in Table 4.5, the average ranking percentage of 94.66%, with a standard deviation σ of 6.46. For the five subjects, the maximum k-fold accuracy average was 97.81% with σ of 3.34 in subject aa, and a minimum value of 92.18 with σ of 6.98 in subject ay. Table 4.6 shows some recent work that reports the same used dataset [54, 102, 68, 71].

Table 4.6: Comparison with other works using the IVa of BCI competition III dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al.</td>
<td>R-CSP with aggregation</td>
<td>R-CSP</td>
<td>83.90</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siuly et al.</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>LS-SVM</td>
<td>88.32</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al.</td>
<td>Z-score</td>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>81.10</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siuly et al.</td>
<td>OA</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>96.36</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevric et al.</td>
<td>MSPCA, WPD, HQS</td>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>92.80</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taran et al.</td>
<td>TQWT</td>
<td>LS-SVM</td>
<td>96.89</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>sorted-fastICA-CWT</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>94.21</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Analysis of kernel size influence

The other distinctive part of proposed method is the adjustment of some relevant hyper-parameters. Taking as initial values those shown in Table 4.4 and changing the kernel size along height and width for each convolutional layer, the behaviour of validation accuracy for each case is analyzed. The kernel size is (y,x), where y-axis contain frequentional and spatial information, while x-axis contain temporal information. In Figure 4.9 are depicted the validation accuracy for subject aa. The kernel sizes selected to the comparison in the first convolutional layer were (i,1), (i,3), (i,5), (i,7), with i taking odd values from 1 to 9.

According to the analysis of kernel size in the first convolutional layer, the size (7,5) (Figure 4.9 (c)) presented less overfitting and major classification accuracy. It is also noted that when the kernel has a size of in the size 3 for y-axis, while reaching a maximum value close to the best case, this kernel size generates a high overfitting after certain times. On the other hand, the the size 1 for y-axis generates the lowest maximum values in all combinations of x-axis.

These results are in accordance with other work where the size of the kernel is also studied, where they report that the vertical locations (frequency-space) is of great importance for the classification performance, while, in contrast, the horizontal locations (time) are not as significant [90].
Once fixed the kernel size in first layer, a similar analysis was made for the kernel of the second convolutional layer. In Figure 4.10 are depicted the validation accuracy for subject \( a a \). Taking into account that a \((4,4)\) max-pooling has been previously applied, the kernel sizes selected were \((j,1)\), \((j,2)\), \((j,3)\), and \((j,4)\), with \(j\) taking values from 1 to 5.

At this case, the only y-axis where the CNN can achieve a stable accuracy throughout the epochs is 1 independently of x-axis size. In other cases, the validation accuracy decreases to 60% or even around 50% in case y-axis=5.

As is well known, currently deep learning approaches are state-of-the-art in many images processing and artificial vision. However, in contrast with two-dimensional static images, the EEG signals are dynamic time series, where the generalizable MI patterns in EEG signals are spatially distributed and mixed in the channels around the motor region. In addition to this, low signal-to-noise ratio could make learning features in an end-to-end fashion more difficult for EEG signals than for images [92]. On the other hand, deep learning approaches require a large amount of training data in order to obtain descriptors that allow discrimination between different classes. In particular case of

Figure 4.9: Analysis of kernel size in first convolutional layer. (a) \((i,1)\), (b) \((i,3)\), (c) \((i,5)\), and (d) \((i,7)\). The kernel size \((7,5)\) in (c) presented less overfitting and major classification accuracy.
Figure 4.10: Analysis of kernel size in second convolutional layer. (a) (j,1), (b) (j,2), (c) (j,3), and (d) (j,4). The kernel size (1,1) in (a) presented less overfitting and major classification accuracy. The only y-axis where the CNN can achieve a stable accuracy throughout the epochs is 1.

EEG and MI, this is a limitation since the data must be processed independently for each subject, and due to fatigue, the MI databases are relatively small. To deal with this problem, some works proposed using deep learning have done data augmentation using some criteria to generate simulated data from the training set. This approach has yielded good results. However, the generation of artificial data can be risky without a rigorous methodology and thus generate false data that increases accuracy for a particular dataset.
Conclusions and future works

In the first part of this dissertation, different SOS and HOS algorithms for BSS (SOBI, SOBIRO, infoMax, and fastICA) were evaluated to separate semi-synthetic signals. From these experiments, it can be concluded that the ability to separate the sources decreases significantly in both SOS and HOS approaches according to the amount of noise present in the mixture. Considering that EEG signals are a mixture with a meager signal-to-noise ratio, it is necessary to use machine learning approaches that have robust properties against noisy inputs.

The second part of the present dissertation was precisely focused on the classification stage, approaching this part from two perspectives, one based on extracting characteristics through descriptors in time and frequency domain and other based on convolutional layers. Two representative BSS algorithms were used in the preprocessing stage, SOS-SOBIRO, and HOS-fastICA. The obtained results showed better performance in classification accuracy for HOS-BSS algorithm for both classifiers MLP, and CNN.

One of the main contributions of this work is the criterion of sorting the estimated sources based on a spectral profile of Movement Related Independent Components with significant components in the $\mu$ and $\beta$ frequencies. This approach helps to leave in the last positions the sources with a more substantial influence of artifacts and less $\mu$ and $\beta$ components, reducing the complexity in the search for relevant patterns in the posterior extraction and classification stages. The use of CWT maps in the feature extraction stage allows obtaining a 2D representation of time series. In contrast with Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), CWT performs a multi-resolution analysis. According to the experimentation carried out, obtained results in this work are competitive with the state-of-the-art with a 94.21% in the k-fold cross-validation.

5.1 Future works

Regarding the architecture of CNN, it was found that the hyper-parameters related to the size of the kernel as well as the kernel stride in each convolutional layer have a significant influence on network performance, while the number of convolutions has less impact in final accuracy. Two future works derived: first, the development of a methodology that allows us to find the hyper-parameters close to the optimum and then, improve the current results. Second, to replace the BSS stage with some autoencoder architecture, for example, Variational Autoencoder (VAE), to obtain the estimated sources.
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